Season 2015-16

ENGLAND FIRE SERVICE FOOTBALL SECTION

England Fire Services 1-2 Scottish Fire Service

Scots take LVP shield back with gritty win
FC Utd of Manchester FC was the
venue for the 2016 England v
Scotland match and with both
teams having defeated Wales, the
LVP shield was up for grabs. A
warm sunny day in Manchester...yes I did write that...and a
good playing surface for the teams.
England picked from an almost full
squad, whilst Scotland had made
the trip down with a seasoned
bench, which included veterans
Craig Millar, Manager Martin

from distance but it went just wide
after 13 minutes. Scotland, although
working hard, struggled for chances
in the opening quarter. Good work
from Andy Harrison and Gemmell
allowed a cross to Martin Brogan, but
he couldn't keep his header down.
Almost immediately afterwards, Murphy made a strong run through but
his shot was well saved by Charlie
Hasler in the England goal. Temperatures were raised when Uche Ihiekwe
collided with Rennie, the Scottish

ble Danny Millar and Gerry Jamieson
keeping England in check and Alex
McLurg and Andy McManus solid at
the back at the other end. Kel Brookes
playing full back and Whelan were not
in the mood to give anything anyway
and although not always pretty, the
first half was entertaining. A chance
for Scotland just before the break
when a McManus trip lead to another
Scottish free kick. The shot was
punched out by Hasler but only onto
the inrushing head of a Scottish play-

Mooney and secretary Iain
McAdam. Comedian Lloyd Griffith
introduced the teams and after the
national anthems and introductions to officials, the game kicked
off. England were the first with a
chance after only two minutes
when Rick Whelan was bundled
over outside the area by two Scottish players but then put the resulting free kick over the bar. The
opening ten minutes was an even
affair with both midfields battling
hard. Matt Price and Ash Hildred
for England and Scott Murphy and
Michael Gemmell for Scotland. It
was Price for England who had a
good chance with a stinging shot

keeper. He was ok to continue but
clearly this had sparked some of the
players into life and several strong
tackles were made soon after. Scotland had a good chance from a free
kick, with Murphy not able to get the
ball up and over the England wall.
The English forward line of Chris Lock
and Lee Oldham were working hard
without creating many clear cut
chances, and it was Oldham's drive
into the box that caused controversy,
when he was surely tripped by the
Scottish defender!! Referee Paul
Kettlewell waved play on to the dismay of the players and the watching
crowd. For long periods of the first
half, it was stalemate, with the relia-

er, but luckily for England the ball went
wide. HT 0-0
Both teams re-appeared after the
break with everything to play for.
Ihiekwe created the first chance when
he made a powerful run through the
midfield. The Scottish tackle came just
at the right time though and the
chance was missed. Price then had
another chance when a ball was
cleared to him. His first time shot narrowly missed the left hand upright. The
second half was much the same as
the first, with chances at a premium
and both teams cancelling each other
out in the centre of the park. Brendan

Sebuliba made a strong tackle to win the ball
after 57 minutes and put in a great cross for
Oldham , whose shot was blocked. In fairness,
England had probably created the better chances
and on another day may have scored one or two.
They did score though on 58 minutes. Oldham
picked up the ball and fed a neat ball through the
centre to Chris LOCK. He only needed to poke the
ball home and England had finally made the
breakthrough! 1-0. The goal didn't really spark
the game into life and again, end to end football
with little really to shout about. Lock was put
through again on 71 minutes but substitute
goalkeeper Millar saved well. Scotland always
looked dangerous and as usual, never paused to
allow the England players to gain a breath. They
got a breakthrough after 73 minutes to reward
their hard work. A fierce shot was only parried
by Keeper Hasler and MURPHY was there to
knock in the rebound. Scotland almost scored
again from the kick off when a cross came in for

Murphy again. This time his header went just over.
It could easily have been 2 in two minutes for the
Scots! A foul on 82 miuntes gave Scotland the
chance to take the lead, which they did in style.
That man MURPHY stepped up to curl the ball over
the wall and past substitute keeper John Ogden to
give the Scots the lead. Veteran McAdam was
introduced for Scotland for the last few minutes
and he rolled back the years with a jinking run
down the line, his cross blocked at the last minute
to win a corner. England pressed forward again for
the last ten minutes but couldn't find an equalizer.
As the referee blew his whistle, English hearts
were broken. A disappointing end to the season
for Rob Tonks’ team but plenty to build on for next
year! Overall, the Scots edged the game and deserved the victory. On a personal note, as my last
game as Secretary, I was genuinely touched to be
presented with the framed shirt. I hope to stay
involved as Vice Chair (if elected) and look forward
to a few more years with the England Section.

England Squad;
C Hasler (London
A McLurg (GMC)
K Brookes (Lincolnshire)
B Sebuliba (London)
R Whelan (GMC)
M Price (West Mids) ©
Ash Hildred (Lincolnshire)
A McManus (West Yorkshire)
C Baker (West Mids)
L Oldham (GMC)
B Wood (London)
C Lock (London)
J Ogden (GMC)
U Ikhiewe (Merseyside)
R Tonks (South Yorkshire)
M Harness (Lincolnshire)

England Section;
Dave Gilbert (Lincolnshire)
Jake Bristow (Essex)
Above; (L) Andy McManus receives the England Man of the Match trophy and (C) Scott Murphy the Overall Man of
the Match Award from UK Secretary Liam Wheeler. (R) Gerry Jamieson receives the Life Vice Presidents shield
from LVP Jim Robinson. England Secretary Dave Gilbert receives a framed shirt from LVP Jim Robinson (below
right). Scotland Man of the Match Martin Brogan not pictured.

Above; Section Officials pose on the pitch before the game; (l to r) Liam
Wheeler, Kevin Ronan, Jim Robinson, Wayne Brown, Dave Gilbert and Gaz
Phillips

Gary Phillips (GMC)
Shaun Pickles (Humberside)

